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Well it's about time we set the record straight
We got a problem with a trend, maybe you can relate
So over it, we got a message to send
Is the image really you or is it just pretend?

Do you really want to, be just like them?
Well I don't know about you, but we're keeping this true
You're just another fake, why don't you just get a clue! 

It's time for you to let this go

You're living by the fad
Using shows as fashion mags
You gotta gotta give it gotta gotta give it up now
And if you can't then we will show you how
Know the roots, think about some research
Book a show, buy the touring bands merch
You gotta give it up, give it give it up now

So now you know exactly how we feel
We're not trying to hate but here's the deal
Just give it up now and be yourself
And we're sure that you'll thank us for the help

So now you have some fresh motivation
To join the ranks of the new generation
The labels and the fashion have got to go
You're just another fake and it really shows

It's time to let this go

You're living by the fad
Using shows as fashion mags
You gotta gotta give it gotta gotta give it up now
And if you can't then we will show you how
Know the roots, think about some research
Book a show, buy the touring bands merch
You gotta give it up, give it give it up now

GO! Pick your feet up off the floor
Join in, there's always room for more
We're here to settle the score
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So everythings gonna be just fine
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